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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Early Payment Offer Email Notification Improvements
Customer challenges

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 
Global

SAP Ariba Network
SAP Ariba Discount Management

This feature is automatically on for all customers 
with the applicable solutions and is ready for 
immediate use.

The email notification format is mobile friendly. 
However, the Ariba Network pages linked from the 
notification are not optimized for mobile devices.

The Ariba Network Discounting solution sends 
suppliers a discount offer for all the invoices. If the 
supplier submits 10’s, 100’s, or 1000’s of invoices 
per week, then the volume of emails makes the 
functionality not useful and inefficient.

Ariba Network now allows suppliers to select the 
frequency of these notifications – either once per 
scheduled payment, or once per day at a supplier-
specified time.

The email notification format has also been 
improved to be mobile friendly.

• Increased flexibility for the supplier to take 
advantage of early payment proposals.

• More meaningful and actionable notifications that 
align to the supplier’s preference.

• The supplier experience is further enriched:

� If the supplier chooses “once-per-scheduled” 
payment, once they click on the link they are 
brought to that specific payment detail screen.

� If the suppliers chooses the daily digest, they are 
brough to the new Early Payment Workbench.
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Supplier can choose timing in 30 minute increments  
Time zone is based on device settings

The default setting is instantly

Notifications can be sent instantly or daily
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Daily
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Instantly
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The email notification is mobile friendly. The text sizes may change based 
on your mobile device settings.

Limitation: If you log on from your mobile devices, the linked pages on 
Ariba Network are not optimized for mobile devices.  
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